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Abstract: In the Hebrew language, many words have for each one, a few possible stems. However, for a given 
word in a context of a specific sentence in a specific paragraph in a specific document, each word has only one 
correct stem. We have developed seven baseline methods in order to find the correct stem for a given word. 
These methods use contexts, declensions and analyses of various features. A machine learning method has 
been applied successfully. Experiments for our application domain - Hebrew Rabbinical questions and answers 
dealing with Jewish holydays - have shown a result of 89% in finding the correct stem. 
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1   Introduction 
In the Hebrew language, many words have for each 
one, a few possible stems. The main reason for that 
is the standard writing method used in Modern 
Hebrew. In this writing system, not all the vowels 
are represented, several letters represent both 
consonants and different vowels, and gemination is 
not represented at all. However, for a given word in 
a context of a document, each word has usually 
only one correct stem.  

There are a few commercial Hebrew 
information systems, e.g.: a computerized 
dictionary called Rav-Milim [3, 10], an Hebrew 
search engine “Morfix” [9], Hebrew Google site [5] 
which enables using Hebrew words within the 
“Google” search engine, The Responsa Project 
[2,12] which is an information retrieval system that 
enables access to ancient Jewish writings and 
answers, The Hebrew Terms’ Database of the 
Academy of the Hebrew Language [1]. 

None of them determine the correct stem of a 
given word in its context. When receiving a word, 
some of the systems will retrieve several possible 
stems and their declensions. 

There are also several Academic systems 
dealing with different aspects of morpho-lexical 
analyses for Hebrew words. A system that finds 
morpho-lexical analyses developed by Levinger 
[4]. Another  system [5], developed by Levinger et. 
al. in order to find morpho-lexical probabilities 
from an untagged corpus. A third system [3] finds 
the correct morphological analysis of each word in 
an unvocalized Modern Hebrew text. None of 
these systems determine the correct stem of a given 
word in its context. 

Our model finds the correct stem of any given 
word in Hebrew Rabbinical documents. At first, the 
model finds all possible stems and their 
declensions. Then, it selects a unique stem using 
seven different methods. These methods are based 
on analyses of various features such as: 
grammatical prefixes and suffixes, singular, plural, 
relations, prepositions, tenses, conjugations and 
verb types. Additional analyses are performed on 
the context such as the sentence, paragraph or 
article in which the word appears. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
gives a background concerning the Hebrew 
language. Section 3 describes the model we have 
designed. Section 4 presents experiments that have 
been carried out. Section 5 describes our learning 
method and its results. Section 6 summarizes the 
research and suggests a few proposals for future 
research. 

 
 

2 The Hebrew Language 
Hebrew is a Semitic language. It uses the Hebrew 
alphabet and it is written from right to left. Hebrew 
words in general and Hebrew verbs in particular are 
based on three (sometimes four) basic letters which 
create the word's stem. The stem of a Hebrew verb 
is called p’l 1 ( ����  “verb”). The first letter of the 

                                         
1 The Hebrew Transliteration Table, which has been 
used in this paper, is taken from the web-site of the 
Princeton university library  
(http://infoshare1.princeton.edu/katmandu/hebrew/trheb.
html). 



 

 

stem p (�) is called pe hapoal ; the second letter of 
the stem � (�) is called ayin hapoa and the third 
letter of the stem l (�) is called lamed hapoal. The 
names of the letters are especially important for the 
verbs' declensions according to the suitable verb 
types. 

Except for the word’s stem, there are other 
several components which create the word’s 
declensions: 

1) Conjugations: The Hebrew language 
contains seven conjugations that include the verb’s 
stem. The conjugations add different meanings to 
the stem such as: active, passive, cause, etc. For 
example the stem hrs ( ���� “destroy”) in one 
conjugation hrs means destroy but at another 
conjugation nhrs ( ����	  “being destroyed”). 

2) Verb types: The Hebrew language contains 
several verb types. Each verb type is a group of 
stems that their verbs are acting the same form in 
different tenses and different conjugations. There is 
a difference in the declensions of the stem in 
different verb types. In English, in order to change 
the tense, there is a need to add only one or two 
letters as suffixes. However, In Hebrew, for each 
verb type there is a different way that the word 
changes following the tense. 

To demonstrate, we choose two verbs in the past 
from different verb types: (1) ktv ( �
��  “wrote”) in 
the verb type shlemim (strong verbs - all three 
letters of the stem are apparent), and (2) the word 
nfl ( ���	  “fell”) in the hasrey_pay_noon verb type 
(where the first letter of the stem is the letter n and 
in several declensions of the stem this letter is 
omitted). When we change the tense to future the 
word ktv ( �
��  “wrote”) will change to ykhtv ( �
��  
“will write”) while the second word nfl will change 
to ypl ( ���  “will fall”) which does not include the 
letter n. Therefore, in order to find the right 
declensions for a certain stem, it is necessary to 
know from which verb type the stem come from. 

3) Subject: Usually, in English we add the 
subject as a separate word before the verb. For 
example: I ate, you ate; where the verb change is 
minimal if at all. However, in Hebrew the subject 
does not have to be a separated word but it can 
appear as a suffix.  

4) Prepositions: Unlike English, which has 
unique words dedicated to express relations 
between objects (e.g.: at, in, from), Hebrew has 8 
prepositions that each of them can be written as a 
letter that can be concatenated at the beginning of 
the word where. Each letter expresses another 
relation. For example: (1) The meaning of the letter 
v (�)� at the beginning of word is identical to the 
meaning of the word “and” in English. For 

example, the Hebrew word v’t’ (����) means “and 
you”; (2) The meaning of the letter l (�) at the 
beginning of word is similar to the English word 
“to”. For instance, the Hebrew word lysr’l (����) 
means “to Israel”. 

5) Belonging: In English, there are some 
unique words that indicate belonging (e.g.: my, his, 
her). This phenomena exists also in Hebrew. In 
addition, there are several suffixes that can be 
concatenated at the end of the word for that 
purpose. The meaning of the letter y () at the end 
of word is identical to the meaning of the word 
“my” in English. For example, the Hebrew word 
‘ty (��) has the same meaning as the English 
words “my pen”. 

6) Object: In English, there are some unique 
words that indicate the object in the sentence, such 
as: him, her, and them. This is also the case in 
Hebrew. In addition, there are several letters that 
can be concatenated at the end of the word for that 
purpose. The letter v (�) at the end of a word has the 
same meaning as the word him in English. For 
example, the Hebrew word r’ytyv (����) has the 
same meaning as the English words “I saw him”. 

7) Terminal letters: In Hebrew, there are five 
letters: m (�), n (	),  ts (�), p (�),  kh (�) which are 
written differently when they appear at the end of 
word: m (�), n (�),  ts (�), p (�),  kh (�)  respectively. 
For example, the verb ysn (��, “he slept”) and the 
verb ysnty (�	�, “I slept”). The two verbs have the 
same stem ysn, but the last letter of the stem is 
written differently in each one of the verbs. 

In Hebrew, it is impossible to find the 
declensions of a certain stem without an exact 
morphological analysis based on the features 
mentioned above. The English language is richer in 
its vocabulary than Hebrew (the English language 
has about 40,000 stems while Hebrew has only 
about 4,000 and the number of lexical entries in the 
English dictionary is 150,000 compared with only 
40,000 in the Hebrew dictionary) the Hebrew 
language is richer in its morphology forms. For 
example, the single Hebrew word vkhsykhvhv 
(�������) is translated into the following sequence 
of six English words: “and when they will hit him”. 
In comparison to the Hebrew verb which undergoes 
a few changes the English verb stays the same. 

In Hebrew, there are up to seven thousand 
declensions for only one stem, while in English 
there is only a few declensions. For example, the 
English word eat has only four declensions (eats, 
eating, eaten and ate). The relevant Hebrew stem 
‘khl (���,”eat”) has thousands of declensions. Ten 
of them are presented below: (1) ‘khlty (����, “I 
ate”), (2) ‘khlt (����, “you ate”), (3) ‘khlnv (�	���, 



 

 

“we ate”), (4) � ‘khvl (����, “he eats”), (5) ‘khvlym 
(�����, “they eat”), (6) ‘tkhl�  (����, “ she will 
eat”), (7) l‘khvl�(����, “to eat”), (8) ‘khltyv (�����, 
“I ate it”), (9) v‘khlty (�����, “and I ate”) and (10) 
ks‘khlt (������, “when you ate”).  

For more detailed discussions of Hebrew 
grammar from the viewpoint of computational 
linguistics, refer to [7]. For Hebrew grammar refer 
either to [2, 6] in English or to [8] in Hebrew. 
 
 
3 Our model 
Our goal is to find the correct stem of any given 
word by its context in Hebrew documents. In 
section 3.1, we describe how we find all possible 
stems for a given word. In section 3.2, we describe 
how we choose the correct stem from the possible 
stems using contexts and declensions. 

 
 

3.1 Finding all possible stems 
In order to find all the possible stems of a given 
word, we use basic forms of declensions. Each 
basic form represents another combination of the 
stem, the tense and the person. Each verb type 
(section 2.1) has several basic forms of 
declensions. The number of the basic forms is 
constant for each verb type. 

We have prepared in advance a list of the 
possible forms of declensions for each verb type. 
Instead of the stem’s letters we use the letters x, y, 
z for a three letters stem, where ‘x’ is the first letter 
of the stem, ‘y’ is the second and ‘z’ is the third. If 
the stem has four letters the first letter of the stem 
will mark as ‘w’, the second as ‘x’, etc. This way 
we can use general forms that fit all existing stems. 
For example the following two words belong to the 
basic form xyz-ty (�-xyz): (1) the word ‘khlty 
(����, “I ate”) that its stem is ‘khl (���), and (2) 
the word ysvty (�
�, “I sat”) that its stem is ysv 
(
�). Upon receiving the input word, it is checked 
for matches to one or more of the forms that we 
have prepare. 

After we get the suitable form, we extract the 
“xyz” which represents the stem’s letters 
respectively. For several verb types, some stem’s 
letters are omitted, and their forms as well. For 
example, the Hebrew word  ‘s’ (���, “I will travel”) 
that its stem is ns’ (��	), fits to ‘yz (zy ��  form. For 
each omitted letter there are some optional letters 
according to the word’s verb type. We concatenate 
these letters to the rest of the stem’s letters we had 
already before. By that, we generate some possible 
stems. We then verify which possible stems�exist in 
Hebrew, using a database of stems. 

In our example, ‘s’ (���, “I will travel”), the 
optional letters for the ‘x’ stem’s letter are either n 
(	, nun) or y (). We generate two possible stems ns’ 
(��	) and ys’ (��). The correct stem is ns’ ( ���	 . 
The other stem is invalid in Hebrew. 

In addition, we formulate a function that omits 
all the possible grammatical prefixes and suffixes 
in Hebrew from the input word. This allows us to 
determine the stem of an input word containing 
prefix(es) and/or suffix(es). For example, the 
Hebrew word kssm’tyv� (������, “when I heard 
him”) has two prefix letters ks (��, “when”) and 
one suffix v (�, “him”). Our function can omit these 
letters and by that to get the word s’m’ty�(����, “I 
heard”), which fits to the form xyz-ty (�-xyz) and 
to the stem s’m’ (���). The algorithm, that finds all 
possible stems for a given word is as follows: 

 
For each basic form 

If the input word fits to this basic form 
insert the word’s stem into the stems’ array 

Else // in case the word is a basic form with 
       // prefix(es) and/or suffix(es) 

Omit the prefix(es) and/or suffix(es)  
If the word (after the omitting) fits to this basic form 

insert the word’s stem into the stems’ array 
  

In a case where a Hebrew word (in most cases it 
is a noun) does not have any stem at all (we call 
that “no stem”). In such a case, we regard the word 
itself as the stem for future retrieval. In our 
computations, the weight of “no stem” is 0.5, in 
contrast to 1 for a regular stem. 

 
 
3.2 Choosing the correct stem 
In the Hebrew language, the vowels are usually 
omitted in writing [1]. Because of this, the number 
of homonyms (same spelling, but different 
meaning) is much higher in Hebrew than in 
English. For example, the Hebrew word nvkhl 
(���	) has two meanings: (1) swindler (nochel) 
which its stem is nkhl (��	, nakhal) and (2) we will 
can (nukhal) which its stem is ycl (��, yachal).  

In order to choose the correct stem for any given 
word in a specific sentence in a specific paragraph 
in a specific document, we formulate a variety of 
seven methods: 

1) Declensions in Hebrew (DH): In this method, 
we choose the stem whose verb type has the 
highest number of declensions in the Hebrew 
language (in Hebrew every verb type has a constant 
number of declensions). 

2) Declensions in Document (DD): In this 
method, we choose the stem with the highest 



 

 

number of appearances of its declensions in the 
discussed document. 

3) Declensions in Paragraph (DP): In this 
method, we choose the stem with the highest 
number of appearances of its declensions in the 
discussed paragraph. 

4) Declensions in Sentence (DS):  In this 
method, we choose the stem with the highest 
number of appearances of its declensions in the 
discussed sentence. 
 

In order to improve our stem analysis, we have 
built a tree of terms for our application domain - 
Hebrew Rabbinical questions and answers dealing 
with Jewish holydays. This tree contains various 
stems related to Jewish holydays. Each stem has a 
few related words. Currently, this tree contains 
about 210 different stems, where each one of them 
has about 8 related terms. Fig. 1 presents a part of 
this tree.   

 

Fig. 1. A part of the terms tree 

5) Connected words in Document (CD): In this 
method, we choose the stem with the highest 
number of connected words in the document using 
the tree of terms.  

6) Connected words in Paragraph (CP): In this 
method, we choose the stem with the highest 
number of connected words in the paragraph using 
the tree of terms.  

7) Connected words in Sentence (CS): In this 
method, we choose the stem with the highest 
number of connected words in the sentence using 
the tree of terms. 
 
 
4 Experimental Results 
As mentioned before, the application domain is 
Hebrew Rabbinical questions and answers dealing 
with Jewish holydays. The corpus contains 130 
documents. Each document is of a few to a few 
dozen full-text Hebrew pages.  

We perform the above seven methods on 100 
various Hebrew words, in order to determine for 
each one of them its correct stem. These 100 words 
are infrequent pre-chosen words. The 100 
examined words have an average of 1.65 frequency 
appearance per document. Such infrequent words 
are usually considerably more difficult to analyze 
because less information is available for them. The 
average stems' count for an input word is 2.85. The 
experimental results are presented in Fig. 2. The 
percentage value for each method represents its 
success in finding the correct stem for the 100 
tested words. 
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         Fig. 2. Experimental results 

 
The CD and the CP methods have given the 

highest results. The CP has given the lowest results 
between the methods based on the tree of terms 
(CD, CP and CS) because sometimes there are no 
connected words in the discussed sentence. 
However, in case where the input word is not 
relevant neither to the document nor to the 
paragraph only method CS is able to find the 
correct stem. 

Methods DD, DP and which are based on 
counting declensions, have the same success 
percentage. Method DH has given the lowest result 
among all the methods. This might be a supporting 
evidence that the most successful methods are 
those based on internal-file information and not 
very general methods based on the Hebrew 
language.  

The result of methods CD and CP is 78%. The 
22% that we do have not found the correct stem for 
them is because in these cases the given word is not 
relevant to the paragraph or to the document in 
which it is included. Therefore, these methods are 
not able to find the correct stem for this kind of 
words. In order to improve the methods that are 
based on the terms tree, we try to search in the 
document not only for words included in the terms 
tree but also for their declensions. The results of the 
improved methods versus the initial methods are 
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presented in pairs in Fig. 3. In each pair, the left 
column represents the results of the initial method 
while the right column represents the improved 
method. 

Fig. 3. The results of the improved methods versus 
the initial methods 

 
We can clearly see that the results for finding 

the correct stem were improved significantly due to 
the counting of declensions of the connected words. 
This change enables us to find many connected 
words in different forms, not only the specific 
words included in the term tree. 

The result of methods CD and CP is 84%. The 
16% that we do have not found the correct stem for 
them is because in these cases the given word is not 
relevant to the sentence or to the paragraph in 
which it is included. Therefore, these methods are 
not able to find the correct stem for this kind of 
words. 

 
 

5 Learning 
In order to find the best combination of methods 
that will enable our system to find the correct stem 
with greater success, we use learning. We have 
applied a simple learning method invented by us to 
fit our implementation. This learning method is 
presented in Fig. 4. 

wi = ��wi + � ( 
(exp ) ( )

( )
i i

i

f ert f system
f system

�
) 

Fig. 4. Our learning method 
 

As we have mentioned, for each method we 
choose the stem which has the highest number of 
appearances of its declensions in the document. 

(exp )if ert represents the number of appearances 
for the correct stem chosen by the expert according 
to method # i, and ( )if system  represents the 
number of appearances of this method for the 
system’s proposed stem. The result of the 

subtraction (exp )if ert - ( )if system  can not be a 

positive number, because ( )if system  has the 
highest value for method # i. As much as the 
subtraction of (exp )if ert - ( )if system  is more 
negative, it indicates that the verity of this method 
is lower, and as a result we decrease its weight 
respectively. For normalization, we divide this 
subtraction by (exp )if ert . If the system and the 
expert choose the same stem, the weight wi will not 
be changed because (exp )if ert  - ( )if system = 0. 

Sometimes, (exp )if ert  is equal to ( )if system  
even though their stems are different. In that case, 

the formula is: wi = � �wi - � ( 
0.5

( )if system
). As a 

numerator we choose the average value between no 
change (0) and the lowest change (1). If method # i 
did not choose any stem (i.e., we do not find any 
word from the stem tree in the document, 
paragraph or sentence) the formula is:   wi = ��wi - � 
* 0.05. On the one hand, we did not want to 
“punish” the method because the method did not 
find wrong stem. However, on the other hand, we 
could not ignore the fact it did not find any stem at 
all; thus we choose a low ‘punishment’. If at the 
learning stage wi gets a value lower than 0, it will 
not be decreased from 0. 

The testing has been done by using 10-fold 
crossvalidation. That is, the 100 checked words 
have been divided into 10 folds (subsets) of equal 
size. The model has been trained using our learning 
rule on  each word from the 90 words in 9 folds, 
using 10 words contained in one fold for testing. 
We repeat this process 10 times so that all folds are 
used for testing. Then, we compute the average 
performance on the 10 test sets. 

Fig. 5 presents the new weights after the 
learning stage with �=0.08 (the best value found by 
us after many experiments), where the initial 
weights for all methods were 100. 
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   Fig. 5. The learned weights 
 

The learned weights in Fig. 5 lead to success of 
88% in finding the correct stem for a given word. 
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In Fig. 6, we can see the combination that achieves 
the best result (89%) using only 3 methods. This 

result has been also achieved by �=0.08 and initial 
weights = 100. 
Fig. 6. The learned weights of the best combination 
 

As shown in Fig. 2, the methods based on the 
terms tree (methods CD, CP and CS) gave the 
highest results among all the methods. Methods CD 
and CP have the same result. Method CS has given 
the lowest results among these three methods. 
However, in case where the input word is not 
relevant neither to the document nor to the 
paragraph only method seven is able to find the 
correct stem (because it is based only on the 
sentence that includes the input word). Method DD 
is less important than method CS. However, it 
contributes from the viewpoint of the word's 
declensions. Using the combination described in 
Fig. 6 lead us to the best result (89%), better than 
the best result (84%) achieved by the best 
individual method (methods CD and CP in section 
4).  
 
 
6 Summary and Future Research 
In this paper, we have presented several algorithms 
for the following tasks: (1) Finding all possible 
stems for a certain Hebrew word, (2) Finding the 
correct stem among them using contexts and 
declensions, and (3) Learning that achieves a result 
of 89% for finding the correct stem. 

Future research proposals are: (1) Finding more 
complex features for the selection of the correct 
stem and combining them with the existing 
methods might achieve better results, (2) Using 
different learning techniques might improve the 
results, (3) Elaborating the terms tree for all stems 
in the Hebrew language, (4) Conducting more 
experiments using different words and corpuses 

such as: newspapers, journals, and books, and (5) 
Checking whether the selecting of a unique stem 
will significantly improve retrieval of relevant 
documents for a given word in a certain context. 
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